NEWS CAPS

Gay Is Sick

New York: Our hundred lambdas and gay people danced to bring back a press conference on "The Psychodynamics of Homosexual Homelessness." The press was meeting at the N.Y. Academy of Medicine, sponsored by the Association of Psychiatric Clinicians.

A member of the G.S.A.P, read a statement in the press conference, stressing the psychologic and psychological oppression of gay men and women. The reception was promptly adjourned.

"Underground," a documentary review of interviews with the gay minority, opened June 11 at the 52 Club. Director Fred R. Davis and other documen­tators are members of the Under­ground Community.

Peeking Under the Covers

New York: "The E.S. Supremacy of Psychoanalysis" is being published by the American Psychiatric Association.

A member of the G.S.A.P, read a discussion on "The Psychodynamics of Gay Men and Women." The meeting at the New York Academy of Medicine was disrupted by a group of hundred lesbians and gay men.

There will be a showing of "Berkeley - Tuesday, May 28th at 9:30 p.m."

NEWS CAPS

Under the Covers

Tuesday, May 28th at 9:30 p.m.

NEW GAY GAME ENTERS SCENE

FUN MATES, a new feminine game-producer, today announced the introduction of a card feminine game named GAY STRIP-DOWN.

The game was created to fill a void perceived by Mr. Jackson, who explained that while the straight community has a wide assortment of games from which to choose, there are few homophobia-oriented games available.

The most unique feature of GAY STRIP-DOWN is that it possesses three elements of chance, which many people feel are necessary; and, in the game, the player can choose to opt out. The object of GAY STRIP-DOWN is to earn wealth in the form of simulated money, which also ends up in the hands of the player of the game.

The most unique feature of GAY STRIP-DOWN is that it possesses three elements of chance, which many people feel are necessary; and, in the game, the player can choose to opt out. The object of GAY STRIP-DOWN is to earn wealth in the form of simulated money, which also ends up in the hands of the player of the game.

The event will be held at the 257 Club, 527 Bryant, starting at 7 p.m. Proceeds will go to the Gay Political Fund, which is being established in the name of the Gay community and the American Gay delegates to the Democratic National Convention in July.

Political and gay celebrations are now being limited to participate in the festivities. They will be asked to "null" a service to highest ideals. For instance, a foghorn will be asked to offer a tour of Gay Week.

The "White Doggy" part of the fund raiser (as opposed to "White Unmediated") will feature idolizing Mr. Bob Cromer called "objects d'art" with a special feature, a night of music and dance on June 3.

Press to donate income for the cause may bring in the 257 Club the night of June 3.
SHOWTIME

The Big Babes Of 1976 by Gene Arceri

SAN FRANCISCO BALLET CLOSING PROGRAM

The San Francisco Ballet ended its 50th season with a fifth night of the San Francisco Ballet's Closing Program on April 23 at the Warfield Theatre. The program featured the classical ballets of the 1976 season along with works by the company's resident choreographers. The performance was noteworthy for its blend of traditional and contemporary styles, with highlights including the world premiere of "Mobile" by William Forsythe. The evening was capped off with a grand pas de deux by Margo Rey and James Conwell, underlining the company's commitment to both tradition and innovation. The program also included a special Actors Fund Benefit, with a variety of performers contributions to the cause.

STEPPING OUT with ken dickmann

The New Babes Of 1976 by Gene Arceri

The San Francisco Ballet ended its 50th season with a fifth night of the San Francisco Ballet's Closing Program on April 23 at the Warfield Theatre. The program featured the classical ballets of the 1976 season along with works by the company's resident choreographers. The performance was noteworthy for its blend of traditional and contemporary styles, with highlights including the world premiere of "Mobile" by William Forsythe. The evening was capped off with a grand pas de deux by Margo Rey and James Conwell, underlining the company's commitment to both tradition and innovation. The program also included a special Actors Fund Benefit, with a variety of performers contributions to the cause.

THE REEL NEWS

by R. Morgan Ellis

The inflatable character was created as a part of the company's new marketing strategy to promote the upcoming film. The inflatable character was designed to attract attention and engage with audiences in a unique and memorable way. It was used in various marketing materials and events to generate buzz and excitement around the film release. The inflatable character became a hit and has since been featured in multiple media outlets, including TV shows and social media platforms.

THE REAL NEWS

by R. Morgan Ellis

The inflatable character was created as a part of the company's new marketing strategy to promote the upcoming film. The inflatable character was designed to attract attention and engage with audiences in a unique and memorable way. It was used in various marketing materials and events to generate buzz and excitement around the film release. The inflatable character became a hit and has since been featured in multiple media outlets, including TV shows and social media platforms.
WORDS ON MUSIC
by Alan Farley

THE WOODEN HORSE
with TENDERLIN TESSIE, CANDIDATE FOR MISS CALIFORNIA, RAVIDING ROXANE, VIVACIOUS VERA CRUZ & SUPPORT YOUR MUN CHUBBY
[kooky chasers & chubbies welcome] (09)

HOROSCOPE

TAURUS

May 19-21: Note that you have broken the ice and are chatting your coffee cup, ear, etc., with your new weight. Play it cool. Saboteurs lay all our orderly chances in show, daze and see you with skittish looks, so always maintain a low profile. A light touch is the key to success. Use your charm and your wits.

LEO

May 23-24: Your garden is a hotbed of activity at this time. You are completing projects that will be showcased at future events. Your creativity is at its peak, and you are enjoying the process of bringing your ideas to life.

SCORPIO

May 15-16: Your intuition is strong, and you are able to sense situations before they occur. Use this power to make informed decisions and avoid potential pitfalls.

AQUARIUS

May 7-8: You're feeling a bit out of sorts, and it's important to focus on self-care. Take time to recharge and do activities that bring you joy.

PILES

May 23-24: Stay out of the way of any trouble that may arise. Your presence could add to the situation, so it's better to observe and let others handle the conflict.

CANCER

May 19-20: Your family is a source of comfort and support. Spend time with your loved ones and appreciate the strong bonds you have built.

LIBRA

May 20-21: You're in a playful mood and enjoying a fun-filled time. Consider indulging in a leisurely activity or socializing with friends to make the most of the day.

CAPRICORN

May 22-23: You're feeling a bit restless and may need to focus on more constructive activities. Prioritize tasks and set realistic goals for yourself.

ARIES

May 21-22: You're ready to take on new challenges, and your energy levels are high. Embrace this opportunity to push yourself and reach new heights.

NOVELTY, NONSENSE AND NOTORIOUS SURPRISES
ILLNESS STARS

THE PLACE
7th & HOWARD STREET
861-3070

U.S. $3.75

Foreign readers subject to extra charge.

SAN FRANCISCO BALLETS
RENT 40% BY A 10% DONATION
TO RAISE FUNDS TO MATCH THE FORD FOUNDATION GRANT
AND HELP US FOR A LOT OF FUN TO HELP A GOOD CAUSE
MONDAY, MAY 17
10:00 PM
THE PALACE
874-0291
MONDAY, MAY 17
10:00 PM
THE PALACE
874-0291

SPRINGFIELD FINGER PLAY PARTY
WITH STARS OF THE SAN FRANCISCO BALLET
TO RAISE FUNDS TO MATCH THE FORD FOUNDATION GRANT
AND HELP US FOR A LOT OF FUN TO HELP A GOOD CAUSE
MONDAY, MAY 17
10:00 PM
THE PALACE
874-0291

MONDAY, MAY 17
10:00 PM
THE PALACE
874-0291

A SAN FRANCISCO BALLET PRESENT
A BALLET BUDDY PARTY
WITH STARS OF THE SAN FRANCISCO BALLET
TO RAISE FUNDS TO MATCH THE FORD FOUNDATION GRANT
AND HELP US FOR A LOT OF FUN TO HELP A GOOD CAUSE
MONDAY, MAY 17
10:00 PM
THE PALACE
874-0291

THURSDAY, MAY 17
10:00 PM
THE PALACE
874-0291

FRIDAY, MAY 17
10:00 PM
THE PALACE
874-0291

SATURDAY, MAY 17
10:00 PM
THE PALACE
874-0291

SUNDAY, MAY 17
10:00 PM
THE PALACE
874-0291

**NOVELTY, NONSENSE AND NOTORIOUS SURPRISES**
ILLNESS STARS

THE PLACE
7th & HOWARD STREET
861-3070

U.S. $3.75

Foreign readers subject to extra charge.
Before I forget again, we've been looking for "Conservatism" to carry in these columns, but we haven't been able to find it. If you know where it is, please let us know. We're thinking of bringing it back to the column, but we need to make sure it's appropriate for the audience. We're also looking for "Hollywood" for the column, but we haven't been able to find it. If you know where it is, please let us know. We're thinking of bringing it back to the column, but we need to make sure it's appropriate for the audience. We're also looking for "Warlocks" for the column, but we haven't been able to find it. If you know where it is, please let us know. We're thinking of bringing it back to the column, but we need to make sure it's appropriate for the audience. We're also looking for "Dino's Sidecar" for the column, but we haven't been able to find it. If you know where it is, please let us know. We're thinking of bringing it back to the column, but we need to make sure it's appropriate for the audience. We're also looking for "1015 Folsom" for the column, but we haven't been able to find it. If you know where it is, please let us know. We're thinking of bringing it back to the column, but we need to make sure it's appropriate for the audience. We're also looking for "Saddle Tramp Saloon" for the column, but we haven't been able to find it. If you know where it is, please let us know. We're thinking of bringing it back to the column, but we need to make sure it's appropriate for the audience. We're also looking for "Lion Pub" for the column, but we haven't been able to find it. If you know where it is, please let us know. We're thinking of bringing it back to the column, but we need to make sure it's appropriate for the audience. We're also looking for "1087 Sutter Street" for the column, but we haven't been able to find it. If you know where it is, please let us know. We're thinking of bringing it back to the column, but we need to make sure it's appropriate for the audience. We're also looking for "Alpen Bank" for the column, but we haven't been able to find it. If you know where it is, please let us know. We're thinking of bringing it back to the column, but we need to make sure it's appropriate for the audience. We're also looking for "Lion Pub" for the column, but we haven't been able to find it. If you know where it is, please let us know. We're thinking of bringing it back to the column, but we need to make sure it's appropriate for the audience. We're also looking for "Lion Pub" for the column, but we haven't been able to find it. If you know where it is, please let us know. We're thinking of bringing it back to the column, but we need to make sure it's appropriate for the audience. We're also looking for "Lion Pub" for the column, but we haven't been able to find it. If you know where it is, please let us know. We're thinking of bringing it back to the column, but we need to make sure it's appropriate for the audience. We're also looking for "Lion Pub" for the column, but we haven't been able to find it. If you know where it is, please let us know. We're thinking of bringing it back to the column, but we need to make sure it's appropriate for the audience. We're also looking for "Lion Pub" for the column, but we haven't been able to find it. If you know where it is, please let us know. We're thinking of bringing it back to the column, but we need to make sure it's appropriate for the audience. We're also looking for "Lion Pub" for the column, but we haven't been able to find it. If you know where it is, please let us know. We're thinking of bringing it back to the column, but we need to make sure it's appropriate for the audience. We're also looking for "Lion Pub" for the column, but we haven't been able to find it. If you know where it is, please let us know. We're thinking of bringing it back to the column, but we need to make sure it's appropriate for the audience. We're also looking for "Lion Pub" for the column, but we haven't been able to find it. If you know where it is, please let us know. We're thinking of bringing it back to the column, but we need to make sure it's appropriate for the audience. We're also looking for "Lion Pub" for the column, but we haven't been able to find it. If you know where it is, please let us know. We're thinking of bringing it back to the column, but we need to make sure it's appropriate for the audience. We're also looking for "Lion Pub" for the column, but we haven't been able to find it. If you know where it is, please let us know. We're thinking of bringing it back to the column, but we need to make sure it's appropriate for the audience. We're also looking for "Lion Pub" for the column, but we haven't been able to find it. If you know where it is, please let us know. We're thinking of bringing it back to the column, but we need to make sure it's appropriate for the audience. We're also looking for "Lion Pub" for the column, but we haven't been able to find it. If you know where it is, please let us know. We're thinking of bringing it back to the column, but we need to make sure it's appropriate for the audience. We're also looking for "Lion Pub" for the column, but we haven't been able to find it. If you know where it is, please let us know. We're thinking of bringing it back to the column, but we need to make sure it's appropriate for the audience. We're also looking for "Lion Pub" for the column, but we haven't been able to find it. If you know where it is, please let us know. We're thinking of bringing it back to the column, but we need to make sure it's appropriate for the audience. We're also looking for "Lion Pub" for the column, but we haven't been able to find it. If you know where it is, please let us know. We're thinking of bringing it back to the column, but we need to make sure it's appropriate for the audience. We're also looking for "Lion Pub" for the column, but we haven't been able to find it. If you know where it is, please let us know. We're thinking of bringing it back to the column, but we need to make sure it's appropriate for the audience. We're also looking for "Lion Pub" for the column, but we haven't been able to find it. If you know where it is, please let us know. We're thinking of bringing it back to the column, but we need to make sure it's appropriate for the audience. We're also looking for "Lion Pub" for the column, but we haven't been able to find it. If you know where it is, please let us know. We're thinking of bringing it back to the column, but we need to make sure it's appropriate for the audience. We're also looking for "Lion Pub" for the column, but we haven't been able to find it. If you know where it is, please let us know. We're thinking of bringing it back to the column, but we need to make sure it's appropriate for the audience. We're also looking for "Lion Pub" for the column, but we haven't been able to find it. If you know where it is, please let us know. We're thinking of bringing it back to the column, but we need to make sure it's appropriate for the audience. We're also looking for "Lion Pub" for the column, but we haven't been able to find it. If you know where it is, please let us know. We're thinking of bringing it back to the column, but we need to make sure it's appropriate for the audience. We're also looking for "Lion Pub" for the column, but we haven't been
This weekend I will be attending the Coronation in San Diego. I hope to return in time to attend the very important auction at the Rendezvous, on Monday May 17th at 7:30 p.m., for the Senior Luncheon Program, Help Line, and Helping Hands Drug Abuse Program.

Due to the unfortunate furlough in the mail delivery of San Francisco's Postal Department, all of the notices to my Cabinet and Court pertaining to the meeting on Tuesday evening did not arrive. There is another meeting scheduled for Tuesday May 26 at 7:30 p.m. I am hoping for a large turnout as there are many important subjects to be discussed, including this year's Coronation plans.

There will be a "Fabulous 50's" Dance to raise money for S.L.R.C. Center. The date will be at the 50's club and a Queen will be selected. There will also be a Faculty Show. Tickets and posters will be out shortly.

I will be having a float in the Parade and three booths at Circus-Circus this year. I know that this year's Parade will be one to remember.

This year, for the first time, the Emperor and the Empress will each give trophies and $100 to the best entry of their choice. Good luck to everyone!

On June 2nd I have reserved the entire Spreckles Theatre for a dancing of "Viva la Jerez," a South American event for the Golden Gate Gay Liberation League. Tickets will be on sale shortly.

To raise money for S.L.R.C., I am having a drawing on Coronation Night for a round-trip ticket for two to Europe, or $1000 cash. Tickets for this will be on sale very soon.

I am very sorry to hear of Stella Speer's motorcycle accident, and hope her injuries are not serious, and that she is back strong and quickly.

Welcome home to the newlyweds Dick and Bofie of Folks of Nino. Was a very short honeymoon!

I want to thank everyone in San Jose on behalf of myself, Jim and David, for a very enjoyable stay. A very special thanks to Jerry, Emperor of San Jose, for his great hospitality. Jerry, I gave permission to give you the crown you so much wanted!

Keep watching KALENDAR for future events and information pertaining to current events.

Your Emperor
Michael Caringi

---

Jockeys "at the boot camp"

This year, for the first time, the Emperor and the Empress will each give trophies and $100 to the best entry of their choice. Good luck to everyone!

On June 2nd I have reserved the entire Spreckles Theatre for a dancing of "Viva la Jerez," a South American event for the Golden Gate Gay Liberation League. Tickets will be on sale shortly.

To raise money for S.L.R.C., I am having a drawing on Coronation Night for a round-trip ticket for two to Europe, or $1000 cash. Tickets for this will be on sale very soon.

I am very sorry to hear of Stella Speer's motorcycle accident, and hope her injuries are not serious, and that she is back strong and quickly.

Welcome home to the newlyweds Dick and Bofie of Folks of Nino. Was a very short honeymoon!

I want to thank everyone in San Jose on behalf of myself, Jim and David, for a very enjoyable stay. A very special thanks to Jerry, Emperor of San Jose, for his great hospitality. Jerry, I gave permission to give you the crown you so much wanted!

Keep watching KALENDAR for future events and information pertaining to current events.

Your Emperor
Michael Caringi

---

Every Monday Night

starts May 3

1010 Bryant at 6th

---

Dancing DANCING DANCING DANCING

mind shaft

2140 M.KT. 626-2543

---

DO ME EVIL

all male cast & cinema mirage release - adults only

The Nob Hill 729 Bush

---

Held over! Held over!

I feel "DO ME EVIL" is one of the best films I have yet played at the Nob Hill. With availability of good films being what it is giving THE AUDIENCE A FILM THAT IS BOTH EROTIC AND INTELLECTUAL IS A GOAL THAT IS RARELY FILLED. I FEEL THIS GOAL IS ACHIEVED WITH "DO ME EVIL".

Jane Fonda as she appeared recently at the Depraved in San Jose to represent her husband Tom Hayden, who is running for the U.S. Senate.


Dick Powell and sings better too. Dennis Kohles is Julie's bean Gus. He's the happiest face seen since early Lee Pulham as a Judy Canova Mrs. Grundy's sighted the audience away. Andy. The team touch off good freckle faced hayseed, comic

Kim Kerman as Tex has a smile to. But besides all that, I must tell you about the hospitality and

We're planning some fun events, so that desert resort has become so

We formed an immediate friendship with Fred Woods and his wonderful

And the tap-dancing Roxy City Music musicians alone should get an ovation.

I've thrown my hat into the ring for the United Gay Area Crusade. The charity is to be used for those of us who run

We're going to keep this column rather short because of our trip to Palm Springs 10,030 years ago during the Stone Age and established it. It is an alarming thing, with a dreading delight. It carries passengers from the first night was at "Kelleys" a

The resort has become so

The girls are so individual they

We're going to keep this column rather short because of our trip to Palm Springs 10,030 years ago during the Stone Age and established it.

the girls are so individual they distinguish the restlessness mildly. Four people were staying at our motel.

20 golf courses dot the desert. The Palm Springs 10,030 years ago during the Stone Age and established it.

The buildings had become famous for

The girls are so individual they distinguish the restlessness mildly. Four people were staying at our motel.

The resort has become so

The girls are so individual they distinguish the restlessness mildly. Four people were staying at our motel.

The resort has become so

The resort has become so

The resort has become so

The resort has become so
SAW FINSACO
MONDAY MAY 17
TO SERVE

2850 GEARY
922-4440

Our Drive in
Copy Station
Open 9:30 - 5:30 & Sat. 12 - 4

I IBM
Business
COPIES
Cards
as low as
3.7C EA.

WITH 3 LOCATIONS
Videobinding

To Serve You

1800 Market St. 276 Golden Gate
411-2550 111-2579
Open 10 - 6 Daily Open Mon. - Fri. 8 - 6
12 - 4 Sat. 12 - 4 Sat.

1800 Market St.

Drop into the Kalendar office at 1800 Market St. with your resume, and register during morning hours 11:00 - 12:00 Mon., Wed., Fri.

KALENDAR PROMOTIONS
(not an employment agency)
Hunkumagtrap contest

Climax Yo 1976 Memorial Weekend

Tickets $3.50 children 75 cents

Available at Office of the President & Vice President

1800 Market St.
276 Golden Gate 771-7570
5850 Geary 62-4440
355 E.A. Santa Clara St.
San Jose 294-0600

7:30 Monday May 31, 1976

Dance Ball
Everything at Casa De Cristal is Numero Uno

 Especially You

 Chef Roberto Diaz Invites You To Enjoy Superb Mexican Cuisine

 Monday – Saturday from 5:30 p.m. until 11:00 p.m.

 And on Sunday from 4:00 p.m. to midnight

 1122 Post Street (at Polk)
 Phone: 441-7830

 Cocoa and orange juice will be available.

 A complimentary refresments will be available.

 Live where the action is!

 The Apollo Men’s Apartments

 851 O’Farrell
 474-1781, 474-0778

 Unfurnished Studios & 1 Bedroom Apartments 145-165

 with Private Baths & Kitchens

 Includes use of

 $ Sundeck
 $ Steam Room
 $ Whirlpool Jacuzzi
 $ Complete Gym Facilities

 Ticket $5.00, available at Kope Station, 829 Market, 747-6081

 GATE, 2850 GEARY. ADDITIONAL INFORMATION CALL 626-0556.

 Ticket $6.00, available at Kop Station: 1800 Market, 276-COIN

 Tickets $4.00, available at Kop Station: 1800 Market, 276-COIN

 Tickets $6.00, available at Kop Station: 1800 Market, 276-COIN

 TICKETS $6.00, AVAILABLE AT KOPE STATION: 829 MARKET, 747-6081.

 GATE, 2850 GEARY. ADDITIONAL INFORMATION CALL 626-0556.
DARLINGS!

April 15th was the first anniversary of the Atlantis House with the helping of 101 parolees who managed to regain themselves into the outside world (which is difficult as it is), only one has returned to the "unwanted" house, that's quite a record, a very big hand to the Atlantis House, Mr. Price and associates.

I heard that Mary Castle with Georgie Porgie are now at work in unusual hours at the Castro Cafe slinging Castro hamburgers. Don't you get you can meet the one and only Randy Johnson at the End-Up where he does his thing via jockey (papar panties, shorts on some very certain funny Sundays. By the way, speaking of Burzby's, I can not forget Tom, who has to be one of the hottest gays on the floor of any organisation, a very fine man with qualifications of not only manhood, softness, kindness, thoughtfulness, but someone whom you would like to get to know in a wonderful sincere manner, just ask for Tom and when you see him, you'll understand my motives.

What's with the Club and Misty starts every first and third Friday, 8 pm at the wonderful 527 Club. Check into this... I heard that Nip the Horn (located on 177 Mission)... well-known Ex-porn star with a well-known Ex-porn Ex-porn star with a well-known Ex-porn Ex-porn star with a well-known Ex-porn star like to eat (literally). He has a little boy in the days of old, and they're both in even more powerful then my upstairs on the corner over of my life... Why did Lisa Hopkins of beautiful downtown San Francisco accept the Golden Awards at Preparation if she was not happy about being at the Castro Cafe? (love the Castro Cafe). Who told Mr. Deferr? "I--it's not like the pig I am..."

I would vote for a certain well-maintained "Tubs" or baths if she informed in a not so nice manner Sylvia of the White Elephant fame to get the hell out as she or he was being disorderly or misconducting herself in a not so ladylike fashion. Now you have to have the 400 elite manners in order to act and get it on like a dog.

It's wonderful if our Emperor Mr. Marcus is and that Pat Simpson of the infamous "The Stud" are now seeing eye to eye, among other things, well, when you have a healthy stud in tow, it does bring out the inner youngest self as Mr. Marcus discussed in intimate details, my dearest darlings--

CAFE THEATRE
150 Mason St.
421-5257

THEATRES
1. WINDHAMMER SALOON
645 CLARION ST.
441-3340
2. KING CANTINA SALOON
720 CLAY ST.
424-3340
3. TRAP
424-3340
4. JOHNNY's
773-1890
5. PLAYHOUSE THEATRE
150 GOLDEN GATE
771-5591
6. ROYAL CAFE
159 CHINESE
771-2040
7. BLUE GULL
159 TURK ST.
771-2040
8. THE ROAD RUNNER
159 TURK ST.
771-2040
9. CAFE NEGRONE
600 STAFF
863-2338

FOOD PLACES

BAR
1. WINDHAMMER SALOON
645 CLARION ST.
441-3340
2. KING CANTINA SALOON
720 CLAY ST.
424-3340
3. TRAP
424-3340
4. JOHNNY's
773-1890
5. PLAYHOUSE THEATRE
150 GOLDEN GATE
771-5591
6. ROYAL CAFE
159 CHINESE
771-2040
7. BLUE GULL
159 TURK ST.
771-2040
8. THE ROAD RUNNER
159 TURK ST.
771-2040
9. CAFE NEGRONE
600 STAFF
863-2338
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May 20-26 Inclusive:

Watching stud: get it on in the Heaven for Voyeurs display! Plus First Runs from GRAND SUPER-ENDOWED JOHN HOLMES

May 13-19 Inclusive:

CINEMATTACHINE
Entrance and registration through Adonis

LOOK FOR THE COMPLETE LINE OF Men's & Women's Haircutting &

Bookstore. 384 Ellis Street, San Francisco $3. Open 12 noon to midnight — Films continuous from 12 noon every day.

Registration fee for use of club facilities.

KISH from pg. 20

WHAT a surprise to be elected "Waiter" presented to me by Earl of the 527 who going to Atlantis House, a fine speakeasy. There you may indulge in the most

Casting Call is not a public complete of the SEVEN COMMITTEE and the above. It is an exinhit of the evolution of the human body all over. It includes a TV lounge, music room, lockers, men's and women's dressing rooms, and other facilities. The bodies are male, female and other sex. The specimens are not employees of the CINEMATTACHINE.

Registration fee for use of club facilities.

The Open Door is available — Films in Spanish, Italian, French, German and other languages. Pajamas and bon bongues are available. Booking and registration through Adonis Building, 384 Ellis Street, San Francisco 94103. Telephone 647-6500.

CINEMATTACHINE is not a public place but is a private club for men and women who are interested in the study and discussion of the human body. The club is open to men and women of any race, color, creed, or religion, who can prove that they are qualified to enter the club.

The club is open from 12 noon to midnight every day. The entrance fee is $2 for six months, $3 per year.

FEATURING

CINEMATTACHINE

The Women's Room

COLUMBIA REALTY

CASTRO ROCK STEAM BATHS

500 CASTRO

SILVER SAGE

Men's & Women's Haircutting

CASTRO STATION

582 CASTRO

SALTY'S HOUSE

419 CASTRO STREET

SAN FRANCISCO 94117

CASTRO CAMERA

575 CASTRO

FEDERAL HOTEL

1087 MARKET STREET

SAN FRANCISCO, CALIF. 94103

CASTRO ROCK STEAM BATHS

Open 24 Hours

582 CASTRO STREET

Reservations 621-5700

International Dinner from 6:00 p.m. Daily

Churrasco 810

SUNDAYS, COUNTRY STYLE BRUNCH 11:30-3:00 P.M.

GRAND OPENING

THURS., MAY 20 6 P.M. T1?

PRIZES FUN-FOOD
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582 CASTRO

SILVER SAGE

LOOK FOR THE COMPLETE LINE OF SILVER SAGE TOILETIES FOR MEN

CINEMATTACHINE
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A Private Club for the

May 15-19: Includes RUFFINA WADDLE and MAI REM.created wonderful women's fashions. They are here, along with the most elaborate dresses ever seen.

May 23-29: Features the "Goldfish Marina" created by the famous Al Ca Ruca. This will be the first time that we have seen such a large collection of women's fashions.
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COM MUNITY SOFTBALL LEAGUE

Standings:
HALL 1-1; NOAH'S ARK 0-3; BOW C.C. 2-0; PENDULUM 2-1; TOAD 0-2.

Division C - HOMBRE 2-1; MINT 2-1; M.C.C. 0-3; MILL 3-0; HUT 2-1; DINO'S 0-2.

Division B - AMBUSH 3-0; SUTTERS ROUND-UP 1-2; JEFF'S GYM 0-3; MINT 6; ROUND-UP 24; M.C.C. 6; MINT 18; GANGWAY 1; HOMBRE 5; TOAD 13; PENDULUM 8; AMBUSH 20; DINO'S 16.

Last Weekend's Scores:

It is becoming an important activity to hundreds of fans each weekend.

This past weekend was a thrilling one, but Reaction should fill his team together shortly.

The mighty Pendulum was surprised together, but give both teams credit.

In Div. B, the Ambush, Sutters Mill and the Hut are in a battle for first place supremacy, we have three games to see. The battle between Toad Hall and the Pendulum at Park Bowl, 3pm and between Hombre and Silver Sage at Sacramento by the Hawaiian Hut of Sacramento.

Following these festivities the MINT'S 5th Annual Great Race, Thousands take part in this race, Thousands take part in this race.

One more... The N'TOUCH (Best Disco Bar of '75) has a new spinner - Dusty Street; Dusty was formerly a star on KSAN radio here. I had the pleasure of meeting there, is back better than ever; getting strong responses in the major markets.

One of the most lavish buffets imaginable, A tip of the hat to the bartender's name, a HUNKY cheerleaders, don't count them out.

This weekend there are two MUST SEE GAMES! The battle between Hombre and Pendulum at Fair Hall, No. 1 and in one of the city's rock club scenes. The score was very close, and after many rolls of an easy dice, it was 15-14 to Hombre. In the second game, the Hombre went on to make it 1-0 over the Pendulum.

The Silver Slugs enjoyed Moby's Lab at the Grand Opening of the Cafe Mutt's last week after their game. The teams was treated to a special performance by the Cafe Mutt's own rock band. Moby's Lab is a 5-piece band with a great following. A tip of the hat to the Cafe Mutt's good luck band, following these festivities the Hombre Band, consisting of Moby, Joe Lee and Danny, headed to the Cafe Mutt's in Japanese attire to enjoy the band's second annual Attack Shrimp contest.

Congratulations to Joe Ritchie on his 30th Birthday this week also the High School League at Park Bowl.

The Sparky Man, the Exposé's Ex Posé was at the Pendulum last week to promote their LP with a 12" single on the End-Up to be judges in that contest each year, many of which are our own people. The race starts at 10am at Front and Spear and ends at the Great Highway - Golden Gate Park.

At some time I heard that B.T. Express's new LP will be out this week with a new single.

The APOLLO HEALTH CLUB: 851 O'Sullivan 420-0776

1209 POLK 441-9413

GALLAGHER'S GOLD ROOM

939 geary

THE FRISCO CUB, a hot new Disco hit, opened last night to a great crowd. Disco dancing with "Bulldog" as the 2nd choice and a great sound system designed by Dennis Kuts.

The BROADWAY on Market saw its 10th year now at 441-9435. It has gone through changes in the music department, Richard Deems, The Rolling Stones have made it on their 2nd LP called "You Make Me Feel Like a Man"! The Doors' newest song, a very nice dance called "Diplomat." B.B. KING'S opening 6/20 at the city.

R.E.D. MANHATTAN has turned out on its 2nd Double Summer on the School label and is doing fantastic.

The Mint's new baby, "Pretty Maid" by the Pretty Maid is also getting strong responses in the major markets.

"Happy People Go. " by The Tramps, on a 12" single on the Salsoul label and is doing fantastic, Not for the shy or timid, this is an erotic, erectifying, X-rated; for adults only. C reating there, is back better than ever; getting strong responses in the major markets.

ERIC MAINLAND has turned me on to a HOT DISCO 45 has big sexy game board, far-out, produced! Has big sexy game board, far-out.

The Mint's 5th Annual Great Race, Thousands take part in this race.

One of the most lavish buffets imaginable, A tip of the hat to the bartender's name, a HUNKY cheerleaders, don't count them out.

This weekend there are two MUST SEE GAMES! The battle between Hombre and Pendulum at Fair Hall, No. 1 and in one of the city's rock club scenes. The score was very close, and after many rolls of an easy dice, it was 15-14 to Hombre. In the second game, the Hombre went on to make it 1-0 over the Pendulum.

The Silver Slugs enjoyed Moby's Lab at the Grand Opening of the Cafe Mutt's last week after their game. The teams was treated to a special performance by the Cafe Mutt's own rock band. Moby's Lab is a 5-piece band with a great following. A tip of the hat to the Cafe Mutt's good luck band, following these festivities the Hombre Band, consisting of Moby, Joe Lee and Danny, headed to the Cafe Mutt's in Japanese attire to enjoy the band's second annual Attack Shrimp contest.

Congratulations to Joe Ritchie on his 30th Birthday this week also the High School League at Park Bowl.

The Sparky Man, the Exposé's Ex Posé was at the Pendulum last week to promote their LP with a 12" single on the End-Up to be judges in that contest each year, many of which are our own people. The race starts at 10am at Front and Spear and ends at the Great Highway - Golden Gate Park.

At some time I heard that B.T. Express's new LP will be out this week with a new single.
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CLIMAX
your memorial day weekend at
KALENDAR'S
DUDE BALL
MONDAY, MAY 31
7-12
at CALIFORNIA HALL

Radio Special: Sunday, May 29 at 8
pm, and Tuesday, May 31 at 11
pm, on KALW, 98.1 FM - A special
program on the San Francisco Symphony's
new Music Director, Edo de Waart. The
program will include sections from ex­
tensive interviews with Maestro de Waart,
as well as recordings of "Pictures at an
Exhibition" with the Rotterdam Philar­
m tendency, and the Strauss Oboe
Concerto, with Heinrich Holliger, oboe,
and the New Philharmonic Orchestra.

Radio Special: Sunday, May 29 at 3
pm, and Tuesday, May 31 at 11
pm, on KALW, 98.1 FM - A special
program on the San Francisco Symphony's
new Music Director, Edo de Waart. The
program will include sections from ex­
tensive interviews with Maestro de Waart,
as well as recordings of "Pictures at an
Exhibition" with the Rotterdam Philar­
m tendency, and the Strauss Oboe
Concerto, with Heinrich Holliger, oboe,
and the New Philharmonic Orchestra.
NEXT ISSUE DEADLINE
FRIDAY 28
MONDAY 24

HOT DISCO
Happy Hour

Dinners nightly
Mon. thru Sat.
11am - 4pm
1425 Hacienda Ave, Campbell
374-0260

TUESDAY "Rib-A-Friend" at the Bitter End
61-11W
Bunches served 11-4 starting May 2

Mariae(formerly of the Savoy) your chef
Bob & Glenn your hosts

LUNCHES 11 A.M. - 2 P.M.
DINNERS 6 P.M. till 10 P.M.
SUNDAY BRUNCH 11 A.M. till 4 P.M.

SAN JOSE'S NEWEST DISCO BAR
Located at: 349 W. San Carlos, San Jose, Ca.
Telephone 292-8324

AFTER HOURS FRIDAY & SATURDAY
2 till 4
$1.00 cover charge

FRIENDLY RUSTIC ATMOSPHERE WITH A TOUCH OF CLASS
Look for our Grand Opening May 15th
Entertainment by Famous BOBBY CALLICOATTE
DRAFT BEER 25¢ — MONDAY & TUESDAY — 9 TILL 2

AUTHENTIC HOME COOKED MEXICAN FOOD OUR SPECIALTY